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O u r  H i g h l i g h t s   a t  a  g l a n c e

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

In his portrait, the bestselling 
author Christian Nürnberger 
shows impressively how the unpo-
litical student Mandela turned into 
a pioneer fighting for a democratic 
and free society and finally even 
became the first black President of 
South Africa. The renowned jour-
nalist Dr. Stephan Kaußen, who 
lives in South Africa, takes a look 
at Mandela’s political heritage and 
the current situation in the coun-
try. How is it with equality and 
freedom in South Africa today?

NON-FICTION 
The must-have 100th anniversary 
biography

Age Group

13 +

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

2018: Suddenly Jake’s eyes are as 
keen as an eagle’s, and he’s hav-
ing an intense sense of smell ... 
2118: Travis is a doctor treating 
pregnant 16-year-old Lee whose 
baby is due in four weeks. He 
happens to meet her three days 
later, without her baby bump. 
She runs away. While looking for 
her, he comes across an organi-
sation obviously supporting the 
cause of children, but in fact 
having totally different aims  
dangerous for all mankind.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Top-notch fantasy spectacle by 
bestselling writers

Age Group

13 +

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

Just before Thorn’s 16th birthday, 
she realizes in the middle of a 
school lesson that something is 
not quite right with her. She can 
scarcely breathe and finally rushes 
out of the classroom, driven by 
an inexplicable power within her. 
From that moment on, her life 
completely falls apart: She gets to 
know that she is half human and 
half silver wing. And that she is in 
danger, because as a half-being, 
she should have been killed at 
birth.

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Brand new Romantasy by bestsell-
ing self-publisher Emily Bold

Age Group

13 +

PICTURE BOOK
Affictionate picture book character

Age Group

4 +

Bestselling  
Picture Book

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

Squirrel Habbi is joyfully jumping 
about in the woods stuffing his 
cheeks with all sorts of treasures. 
Until he suddenly crashes into a 
wolf, a squirrel’s greatest enemy. 
But instead of pouncing on him, 
the wolf looks weakly at him 
through half-closed eyes. He seems 
to be badly injured. How could 
Habbi possibly leave him alone 
there? Each day he brings him food 
and gradually they become friends 
– until their friendship is put to a 
tough test …

CHILDREN’S FICTION
New novel by bestselling author 
and illustrator

Age Group

6 +

YOUNG ADULT FICTION
The Power of Thoughts

Age Group

13 +

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

His cuddly blanket is all the world 
to the little dormouse. Just this 
once, the squirrel is allowed to 
borrow it to help him carry his 
nuts home. But soon the next 
animal is in need of help: the 
hazel mouse is too frightened to 
climb down from the tree! And so 
the cuddly blanket is made into a 
safety sheet. It turns out that the 
blanket is also a great safety rope 
and a changing room. But above 
all it is a wonderful all-friends- 
under-one-blanket blanket.

WHAT’S IT ABOUT?

So-called formers are masters 
of telekinesis, they manipulate 
thoughts and can change real-
ity. This gift is only powerful 
with human beings that have 
been born with it. But they are 
in great danger, for there is 
someone hunting them down: 
Dr. Levander. Hanna discovers 
that she has the gift at her 16th 
birthday. At the same time the 
good-looking Jan starts showing 
an interest in her. Is he to be 
trusted? 
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English sample  
translation available

Little pal – big hero

4+

PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

•  Bestselling picture book character

•  Important topic: SharingTOP  
TITLE

His cuddly comfort blanket is all the world to the little dormouse.

Just this once, and only for a very little while, the squirrel is allowed to  

borrow it to help him carry his nuts home. But no sooner have the little  

dormouse and the squirrel got to the squirrel’s nest than the next animal is 

in need of help: the hazel dormouse is too frightened to climb down from the 

tree! And so – only for a very little while – the cuddly comfort blanket is made 

into a safety sheet.

It turns out that the blanket is also a great safety rope for the mole, a chan-

ging room for the snail and an Indian tipi for everyone to play in. By the time 

evening comes the little dormouse has helped a lot of animals with his cuddly 

comfort blanket, even if not always voluntarily, and given a lot of pleasure 

to them. And as he himself suddenly discovers, his cuddly comfort blanket is 

above all a wonderful all-friends-under-one-blanket blanket.

Sabine Bohlmann

The Story of the Little Dormouse 
Who Wouldn’t Let Anyone Have  
His Cuddly Comfort Blanket

Illustrated by Kerstin Schoene

Picture Book

Hardcover, 32 pages

SABINE BOHLMANN 
After training to be an actress, Sabine 
Bohlmann has been in various films and 
series on television. She also works as a 
dubbing artist and has lent her voice to 
characters like Lisa Simpson and actors 
such as Vanessa Paradies. Since 2004 she 
has been writing guides, children’s CDs 
and children’s books.

  www.sabinebohlmann.com

KERSTIN SCHOENE
Kerstin Schoene studied communication  
design, focussing on illustration with 
Wolf Erlbruch. Since graduation she has 
been freelancing as an illustrator and 
graphic designer for various publishing 
houses and writing and illustrating chil-
dren’s books of her own.

www.kerstinschoene.de

Rights sold to  
eight countries!

NEW

4 5

OVER 
100,000 
COPIES 
SOLD!



English sample  
translation available
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by our first-class bestselling  
author and illustrator

Here at last –  
the latest children’s book

TOP  
TITLE

•  Emotionally gripping and  
brilliantly written  
friendship story

•  Illustrated in colour  
by bestselling illustrator 
Barbara ScholzOLIVER SCHERZ

is an actor and director. He writes child-
ren’s books and his aim is for his stories 
to have an impact on children and adults 
alike. For him, reading aloud is something 
important for the whole family; and a 
good children’s book does not have an 
age limit. Oliver Scherz lives with his wife 
and two children in Berlin.

www.oliverscherz-autor.de

BARBARA SCHOLZ
studied Graphic Design in Münster and 
is now a freelance illustrator for various  
publishing houses.

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 6+ years

Rights sold to 11 countries!

Habbi is joyfully jumping about in the woods stuffing his cheeks with 

all sorts of treasures: a snail shell, a bird‘s feather, a dragonfly wing. Until 

he suddenly crashes into a wolf, a squirrel‘s greatest enemy. But instead of 

pouncing on him, the wolf merely looks weakly at him through half-closed 

eyes. He seems to be badly injured. How could Habbi possibly leave him alone 

there? Each day he brings him food and gradually they become friends – until 

their friendship is put to a tough test …

6+

Oliver Scherz

 A Friend Like No Other

Illustrated by Barbara Scholz

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 128 pages

6 7

OVER 250,000 COPIES OF OLIVER  SCHERZ BOOKS  SOLD!



English sample  
translation available

TOP  
TITLE

EMILY BOLD
was born in 1980 in Franconia / Germany, where she still li-
ves with her husband and their two daughters. She writes 
novels for adults and teenagers, with 25 German and eight 
English books and stories to her name that have given a keen  
audience endless hours of entertaining reading.

   www.emilybold.de

YOUNG ADULT FICTION » 13+ years

8 9

Emily Bold

Silver Wings
Heiress of Light

Young Adult Novel

Hardcover, 400 pages

13+

Just before Thorn’s sixteenth birthday, she realises that something 

is not quite right with her. She has been feeling strange all day, aglow, as 

if she were under enormous pressure. She can scarcely breathe and finally 

gives into the impulse to rush out of the classroom. In the school yard she 

is grabbed and pressed against the trunk of one of the trees. She cannot be-

lieve her eyes when she looks into the face of one of her classmates – Riley 

– but he wraps her in mighty, silvery-black wings. 

From that moment on, Thorn’s life completely falls apart: she is different 

from everyone else, for she is only half human. Her birth father was one 

of the most powerful clan chiefs of the Silver Wing clan, her mother an 

ordinary human being – and their relationship a gross violation of the  

Silver Wing laws. This is why her father has been on trial and her mother has  

disappeared. As a half-being, Thorn actually should have been killed at 

birth …

•   Best-selling self-publisher

•   Over 1 Million Books sold

•    Brand-new romance & fantasy 
series

TOP  
TITLE

AN EXCEPTIONAL  
 LOVE STORY
THAT MAKES SHIVERS  
 GO DOWN YOUR BACK



11

CLARA BENEDICT
born in 1981, teaches German and music, is a 
singer in a rock band and lives with one man, 
two cats, three children and twelve musical 
instruments close to the German Vine Route. 
She always has too many plans in her head 
and too little time. When she happens not to 
be a show girl or rhinoceros or being enticed 
by some other crazy project, she plays video  
games, goes geocaching and spends a fortune 
on books and Chucks.

  

YOUNG ADULT FICTION » 13+ years

•  A romance & fantasy story  
with a difference

•  Top Topic: Mental control

Sixteen-year-old Hanna discovers that she has the gift of  

changing reality and starts experimenting with it. Parallel to this 

development the good-looking Jan suddenly starts showing an inte-

rest in her.

In spite of his inconsistent behaviour he manages to gain her trust. 

Hannah lets him into her secret, allowing him to support her in 

using her gift. Jan inadvertently reveals that he knows more about 

the power of her gift than he has let on. Hannah becomes suspicious 

and manipulates him to feel compelled to tell the truth, whereupon 

Jan admits he has only been using her. He breaks her with words and 

finally injects her with a sedative. When Hannah comes round again 

she is under the mental control of a former team led by Jan that is to 

keep her at bay until the arrival of Dr. Levander. Hannah manages to 

break the manipulation and escape …

13+

Clara Benedict

Aura – The Betrayal 

Young Adult Fiction

Hardcover, 368 pages

13+

Clara Benedict

Aura – The Gift

Young Adult Fiction

Hardcover, 368 pages

TOP  
TITLE

—
Volume 1

—

—
Volume 2

—

THE  
POWER 
OF 
THOUGHTS

THE  
POWER 
OF 
THOUGHTS

10 11



English sample  
translation available

12 13

"A page-turne r such as you have 
neve r read be fore. Sup e rb!"

Andreas Eschbach - be stse lling Author

2018: Jake Merdon is seventeen years old and leads a perfectly nor-

mal life. When, however, he forgets to get his supply of hay fever tablets his 

eyes are suddenly as keen as an eagle’s and he goes over the top with sport. 

But the most unusual thing is his sense of smell – he can smell a fire burning 

seven kilometres away – and feelings!

2118: There are no more wars. Poverty, hunger and terrorism have been 

abolished all over the world. Travis Jelenis a doctor and is treating six-

teen-year-old Lee. She is pregnant and her baby is due in four weeks. He 

happens to meet her three days later – without her baby bump. When she 

runs away, he comes across an organisation called „Human Future Project“ 

– a movement active in politics and business on the outside supporting the 

cause of children all over the world. But there is more behind it: An extra-

territorial virus is passed on and it gradually takes possession and control 

of its host. To make this possible in the first place, pheromones are used to 

attract people. As facts stand at the moment, there can only be one plausible 

explanation: the earth is secretly being invaded …

•   The beginning of a new  
magnificent trilogy

•   Reality meets sci-fi

•   The full writing power of two  
authors with a bestselling  
guarantee at their fingertips: 
adult-fiction writer Rainer  
Wekwerth and self-publisher 
Thariot

RAINER WEKWERTH
has published several books and been awarded prizes for 
them, such as the Segeberger Feder youth book prize, the 
Golden Leslie and Ulmer Unke. With his „Labyrinth“ trilogy 
he also made it to the Spiegel bestselling list, and a film is 
in preparation. Rainer Wekwerth is married, the father of a 
daughter and lives near Stuttgart.

  www.wekwerth.com

THARIOT
has a weakness for gripping stories. He started writing when 
he was only fifteen, especially short stories, and started to 
work on his first book in 2009. Thariot, in his last life an IT 
manager, is a picture person – he is able to quickly translate 
pictures into words and cannot resist putting them on paper.

   www.thariot.de
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YOUNG ADULT FICTION » 14+ years

Intelligent.  
Gripping.  
Breath- 
taking.

Top-notch  
fantasy  

spectacle by two 
bestselling  

writers

Rainer Wekwerth ∙ Thariot

Pheromone 
They Can Smell You

Young Adult Fiction

Paperback, 416 pages

14+

TOP  
TITLE



TOP  
TITLE

Th e must-have  
Biography in 2018

NON-FICTION » 13+ years

14 15

CHRISTIAN NÜRNBERGER
(*1951) is a top-class journalist and wri-
ter whose books are to be found in the 
best-selling lists. He studied Theology 
and worked for the daily Frankfurter 
Rundschau and for Capital magazine. 
He contributes regularly to the daily 
Süddeutsche Zeitung and the weekly 
newspaper Zeit and has been freelancing 
as a writer since 1990. He and his wife 
Petra Gerster, a very well-known face on 
German TV news/ZDF, and their two chil-
dren live in Mainz.

STEPHAN KAUSSEN
has been interested in South Africa for 
two decades. His many research trips 
have resulted in numerous articles and 
monographies. “20 Years of Freedom: 
Mandela’s South Africa. Vision or Re-
ality” is the book Kaußen authored 
immediately after “Madiba’s” death in 
December 2013, tying in with his 2004 
dissertation on South Africa's political 
and social process of transformation. 
Kaußen has been professor of journalism 
in Cologne since 2010. He also works as 
a reporter and South Africa expert for 
ARD, Phoenix, ntv and others.

Christian Nürnberger ∙ Stephan Kaußen

Nelson Mandela

Non-Fiction

Hardcover, 96 pages

13+

In his portrait, Christian Nürnberger has impressively shown how 

the unpolitical student turned into a pioneer recognised all over the world 

fighting for a democratic and free society and finally even became the first 

President of South Africa.

The renowned journalist Dr. Stephan Kaußen, who lives in South 

Africa, also takes a look at Mandela's political heritage and the current 

situation of the people in the country. How do things stand with equality 

and freedom in South Africa today?

•  By SPIEGEL bestselling writer  
Christian Nürnberger

•  The must-have on the occasion  
of Nelson Mandela's 100th 
birthday

BACKLIST

OVER 
55,000 COPIES 

SOLD



Discover storyteller  
Ralph Caspers

6+

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 5+ yearsCHILDREN’S NOVEL » 6+ years

Bedtime stories, daytime stories – the tales in this volume, as 

surprising as they are funny and affectionate, show Ralph Caspers 

as a true master of his genre. He has woven fantasy elements into 

realistic situations and captured the vivid world of children with 

all its facets in his inimically touching, amusing and amazing way. 

Each adventure is a perfect little story.

•  Stories not to be forgotten

•  Author well known from two popu-
lar children's TV shows

•  Vibrant and modern illustrations  
by Ulf K.

Ralph Caspers

When Fireflies Morse
Fantastic tales for storytime

Illustrateb by Ulf K.

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 144 pages

16 17

Ulf K. is a comic artist, illus-
trates children’s books and for 
magazines and advertising. He 
was awarded the Max and Mo-
ritz Prize in 2004 as the best 
German-language comic artist. 
He lives with his family in Düs-
seldorf.
www.ulf-k.blogspot.de

Ralph Capsers was born on 
Borneo and is well known as 
a television host and screen-
writer for different children’s 
television programmes. He  
studied at the Academy for 
Media Arts in Cologne. He lives 
with his family in Cologne.

   www.ralphcaspers.de

•   7 penguin stories focussing on  
friendship and learning to cope 
with fear

•   For storytime for age 4 and up

•   With an extra page: wish a story!

The little blue penguin Piripi loves his family and the beach 

and, of course, his very best friend Amiri. It is with her and 

his other penguin mates that he has the most exciting adventures, 

playing and romping in the Pita, the kindergarden right by the sea. 

They help Rongo, the shy little penguin, to overcome his fear of the 

sea, and they solve the mystery of a missing egg. Together they go 

through thick and thin!

Michaela Hanauer

Piripi 
Storytime Tales with the Little Blue  
Penguin and His Friends

Illustrated by Stéffie Becker

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 112 pages

5+

 Blue penguins –  
Waddling through life together 

Stéffie Becker was born in 
Suresnes/France in 1977 and 
came to Germany bringing with 
her some coloured crayons and 
plenty of paper. She later stu-
died communication design at 
the University of Applied Scien-
ces in Trier. She now lives in 
Bonn illustrating books.

Michaela Hanauer was born 
in 1965 and even as a child 
couldn't have too many books. 
She initially studied law, but 
very quickly swopped legal 
texts for children's and young-
adult literature. She now 
works freelance as a writer in 
Munich.



CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

18 19

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

backlist

•   Amusing, turbulent and extra- 
terrestrially good – volume four 
with the Wupis!

•   Over 3.5 million copies of the  
author’s books sold world-wide

It is midnight! At a séance, Ben‘s Granny makes contact with his 

deceased Grandpa – and his spirit tells of a hidden family treasure! 

The timing is perfect for the Hohenzwitscherberg family is more than 

a little pushed for money. Without wasting any time, Ben, Otto and 

the Wupis set off on an adventure-packed treasure hunt to save their 

home. But the friends are not the only ones to have smelled gold!

Easy reading fun  
 for boys and girls

8+

Fabian Lenk

The Wupis Volume 4
Supernatural, Not Extraterrestrial

Illustrated by Anton Riedel

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 128 pages

•   A heart-warming story  
about being different

•   Early reader, with many illustrations 
inside

•   For all fans of “Monster Mia”

Zigzag spider spit! Ghost girl Schuschumilia is more than a little put out 

when a human family moves into her house. But Schuschu, Mummy, Dad-

dy and her little brother know exactly how to get rid of human beings – all 

you have to do is some vigorous haunting. Human girl Vio also thinks the 

move is stupid until she bumps into Schuschu, who is doing a little spooking 

in the middle of the night. The two girls become best friends and are deter-

mined to remain roommates. The plans of their parents for spooking and 

moving must be stopped!

Michael Engler

The Big Boo 
Friends Day and Night

Illustrated by Sascha Morawetz

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 128 pages

8+

Girl and ghost -  
sounds like adventure!

Meike Haas was born in Upper Swabia in 1970. She stu-
died German, philosophy and book science in Regens-
burg, Vienna and Munich. After several years working as 
a journalist for the Süddeutsche Zeitung and other media 
she started writing stories for children. She now lives in 
Munich with her family, where she freelances authoring 
children‘s books.

www.meike-haas.de
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Anton Riedel was born in Con-
necticut (USA) in 1970. At the 
age of four he came to Germa-
ny and has been painting on 
anything that keeps still: walls, 
retreats, cars … In 1999 he and 
some friends set up the FEED-
MEE Design GmbH. He and his 
family live in Cologne.

Fabian Lenk has always been 
inquisitive and on the look-
out for secrets, puzzles and 
anything hidden. He worked as 
a reporter and started writing 
novels for adults, children and 
young adult. He and his wife 
live near Bremen.

 
 
  www.fabian-lenk.de
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20 21

Looking for dad   
     in Australia  

DIRK HENNIG
who was born in 1972 in Dortmund, 
studied Graphic Design in Münster and 
worked several years in advertising. Since 
2005 he works as a freelance illustrator 
and has already illustrated numerous 
picture books and books for children. He 
still lives in Münster.

MICHAEL ENGLER
was born in Lower Saxony, just where the 
land is so flat and the clouds so low that 
only boredom can flourish between the 
two. He later studied visual communicati-
on in Düsseldorf. The clouds here are hig-
her in the sky and so that is where he sta-
yed. For years he has been writing short 
stories, children’s books, stage plays and 
audio plays..

  www.michaelengler.com

•  Warm-hearted, exciting and  
hilarious for story time

•  Sydney, the duckbird: a lovable  
character

After a game of soccer, Rufus finds the talking duckbill Sydney, who 

has escaped from a zoo. His destination: Australia. The precocious animal 

is convinced Rufus will be able to help him get there. Rufus will never be 

able to take a living duckbill home, for his mother won’t allow any pets in the 

house. So the first thing Sydney has to learn is to play dead; that way he‘ll 

pass as a cuddly animal! Rufus has always been a tidy and well-behaved little 

boy. With Sydney, however, chaos enters his life. So does the plan to make it 

to Australia with Sydney to see his father, who is supervising the building of 

a factory there.

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 6+ years

Michael Engler

Rufus and His Duckbill

Illustrated by Dirk Hennig

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 144 pages

With four color illustrations

6+



Sibling happiness

•  Children at it again – cheeky and 
imaginative

•  Told as sweet as sugar from the 
little sister’s point of view

Timm Milan

King Lennard  
or Summer Is When We Want It

Illustrated by Elli Bruder

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 144 pages

8+

23

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

22

Lana and her big brother Lennard are heart and soul. With 

Lennard at her side, Lana never feels alone. Lennard even has a  

golden crown, one with colourful glittery stones in it! Lana is  

convinced the crown has magic powers, for whenever Lennard is 

wearing it he has the best ideas. His ideas are always very funny 

and usually more than a little crazy. Lana likes that. One thing is 

certain, however: the two of them will stand by each other!

Elli Bruder was born in 1980 
and even as a little girl loved 
drawing pictures. Since stu-
dying in Scotland and Freiburg 
she has been working as an il-
lustrator. She lives with her hus-
band and a whole lot of animals 
on Ratzeburg Lake in northern 
Germany.

Timm Milan was born in Wup-
pertal, and he still lives in his 
native city. Apart from his  
activities as a writer, he also 
works at an elementary school, 
where between playground 
noise and classroom problems, 
he keeps finding inspiration for 
his books.

Make Way for Fritzi!

Fritzi has to go to a new school, and after a lot of toing and 

froing she has made up her mind – it is to be the Cathedral Sin-

ging School. Sure, she has been kicked out of the flute course, and 

singing is not exactly her forte, but Mummy says she is after all the 

world’s best hummer. Unfortunately, however, the next singing au-

dition won’t be for another half year. It’s a clear-cut case: it smells 

suspiciously of a new secret Secret Project.

8+

Britta Sabbag

Fritzi Klitschmüller Volume 2
Secret Stuff Alarm

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 144 pages

Britta Sabbagwas born in 1978 and studied language 
science, psychology and education at Bonn University. Her 
debut novel “Penguin Weather” was published in 2012 
and was an immediate Spiegel bestseller and also perfor-
med to great acclaim in many theatres in Germany and 
Switzerland. Since 2015 her children’s books about “Bom-
mel, the Little Bumble Bee” regularly appear in the Spiegel 
bestselling charts. She lives with her family in Bonn. 

    www.brittasabbag.de

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

Volume 1

BACKLIST

Rights sold  
to Lithuania

Volume 2

• Bestselling author

•   Cheeky, self-willed and unmistakable:  
our stalwart heroine Fritzi

•   New school, new secret stuff and  
even more fun



CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

Rights sold  
to Israel

BACKLIST

24 25

Now that they have just been crowned the Kings of the  

Pirates, Freddy and his friends set sail again. They must find 

the Stone of the Ancestors, for it alone can help Freddy find his 

father‘s trail. But the hideaway in the Polar Sea is guarded by an 

ancient ice dragon. So together with the hostile crew of the Black 

Buccaneer they hatch out a plan and they have got a lot closer to 

finding Freddy’s father …

8+

Lukas Hainer

King of Pirates Volume 2
Ice Dragons and Fire Giants

Illustrated by Studio 88, Medienhaus Baden-Baden

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 256 pages

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

Volume 2

•   As entertaining as the “Pirates of the 
Caribbean”

•   An action-packed pirate adventure  
for the whole family

•    Writer is the songwriter  
of the successful band Santiano:  
over 2 million albums sold

 Setting sail!  
A boisterous new reading adventure  
 for the whole family!

Volume 1

BACKLIST

Rights sold  
to Romania

Lukas Hainer is one of the most successful song writers 
writing in German. He was on the team behind the band 
Santiano’s first album. His work with artists backstage has 
given him close experience in a wide range of genres, from 
hard rock through pop to German hit mix. After a few 
amusing collections of short stories and the development 
of a children’s musical, his road into the world of children‘s 
literature has made a dream come true for him. The young 
father lives with his family in Flensburg.

  www.lukashainer.com

Lucy Astner

Polly Pookie Cookie Volume 4 
Whale Ahoy!

Illustrated by Lisa Hänsch

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 224 pages

8+

Goodness gracious me! Polly’s fourth eye tooth is loose but is  

refusing to fall out. Just at the time when Polly is in need of new 

magic powers: Auntie Winnie’s houseboat is sinking, the Pitchblack 

family is threatening to fade away, and the nasty Murky Princes are 

up to mischief in the neighbourhood! Then a real live whale appears 

in the canal and the chaos can‘t be topped. Polly has to learn that 

the most important magic power is not in any of her teeth …

Lucy Astner was born in Hamburg in 1982. She likes eating 
chocolate, trampoline jumping and laughing till it hurts. 
And it is precisely because she likes laughing so much that 
she has made her hobby into her profession and writes 
screenplays for the movie theatre to make lots of other  
people laugh. She lives with her two daughters and her hus-
band in the centre of Hamburg-Elmsbüttel.

   www.lucyastner.de

Ingenious FinalE Of  
 Polly Pookie Cookie

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 8+ years

Volume 4

•  The brilliant final volume  
of the popular girly series

•  Shooting of the film version  
of Polly Schlottermotz due  
to begin shortly

OVER 
60,000 COPIES 

SOLD
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 A new exciting futuristic  
adventure from the planet of Water

Bernd Perplies was born in Wiesbaden in 1977 and studied 
film studies, German literature, book studies and psycho-
logy in Mainz. He now works as a writer, translator and 
journalist. 
Christian Humberg has been freelancing since the late 
1990s as a writer of novels and non-fiction for children 
and adults and as a translator and editor.

    www.christian-humberg.de
www.bernd-perplies.de

•  Volume 2 of the new series  
in an unusual setting

•  Unusual, exciting and futuristic

•  Reading fun for girls and boys!

BACKLIST

In their new exciting adventure, the friends meet amphibian 

alien girl Leilani. She invites them to the underwater algae bree-

ding grounds. Here they stumble across a huge conspiracy. Ruth-

less environment criminals are secretly polluting the sea because of  

profit. Finn, Anna and the others want to warn the town mayor. But 

they have attracted the attention of the gangsters! Can they escape 

and prevent Aquaterra’s beautiful coast from being poisoned?

10+

Bernd Perplies · Christian Humberg

When Fireflies Morse
Fantastic tales for storytime

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 256 pages

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

Rights sold  
to Turkey

•  Based on a Russian fairy tale

•  Relaunch of a famous classic

•  Gripping and brilliantly told

Seven sacks of sunflower seeds and seven sheep skins are 

all Wanja takes with him when he goes to the oven where he 

is to spend seven years without saying a word. That is his first test 

before he has to survive other dangerous adventures. His aim is to 

conquer the czar’s crown, no less. No way is this an easy task, for 

Wanja’s envious brothers think up all sorts of tricks to entice their 

lazy brother away from his oven.

CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

 Attractive new edition  
of the Otfried Preußler classic 

Otfried Preußler

The Adventures of Strong Wanja

Illustrated by Maximilian Meinzold

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 192 pages

Rights sold to 13 countries

Otfried Preußler was born in 1923 in Bohemia. Until 1971 
he taught at an elementary school at Rosenheim, then 
he decided to devote himself entirely to writing. Otfried 
Preußler is one of the best known and most successful  
authors of children’s and juvenile literature in Germany 
and the world. His books have a world-wide print-run of 
about 50 mio. copies in more than 350 translations.

  www.preussler.de
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10+

OVER 
1 MILLION  COPIES SOLD  WORLD-WIDE
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CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

MINA TEICHERT
was born in Bremen in 1978 and lives in rural Lower Saxony  
with her family. After doggedly pursuing her goal as a child 
to become a circus rider and fortune teller, at the age of 
fourteen she switched to writing and is now an enthusiastic  
author of stories for young and old.

   www.minateichert.jimdo.com

•  Brilliant kick-off in children’s books 
by bestselling writer Mina Teichert

•  Boisterous and cheerfully cheeky 
story of friendship

•  An awesome heroine with a soft 
spot for cactuses – you can’t help 
but love her!

Lu’s plan is as follows: She is going to hold her breath until Mummy has 

changed her mind and won’t go with her to live at Granny Käthe’s. A new 

school? Without her friends? That’s all bullshit! Eleven-year-old Lu is fin-

ding it difficult to accept the fact that her mother not only has a new boy-

friend, who to top it all is a farmer, but also wants to move in with Granny 

Käthe. What a good thing that apart from the malicious bully Isa, Lu at least 

finds two friends: Tara and Lil. And then there is Julian, and with him ever-

ything is even more complicated …

So how do you keep unpleasant people at arm’s length? What properties of 

cactuses might prove useful in real life? And … is there anything you can 

do about innocent love-struck glances?

	 Moving	house,		
ten	cactuses		
	 and	other		
prickly	affairs

Mina Teichert

I Wish I Were a Cactus

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 192 pages

10+



CHILDREN’S NOVEL » 10+ years

30 31

For all fans of  
   “Fack ju Göhte”

Tobias Steinfeld was born in 1983 in Osnabrück/Germany. 
He runs a writing workshop for teenagers and freelances 
as author. “Screwing Things Up: Very Good” is his first no-
vel and was awarded among others with the Mannheimer 
Feuergriffel-Scholarship. He lives and works in Düsseldorf. 

 

YOUNG ADULT NOVEL » 12+ years

•  Delightfully funny and warm- 
hearted coming-of-age novel

•  Entertainment at its best focussing 
on inclusion, tolerance and friends-
hip

•  Author has had experience as an 
inclusion helper and assistantfor  
disabled people

Grammar school student Paul inadvertently ends up in a spe-

cial needs school. When he is taken for the new student Per, he 

spontaneously decides to play the part: Whirlpool, ball pit, compu-

ter games, eating together instead of work experience. With wit and 

ingenuity, Paul manages to stop being found out. Initially he finds 

his “schoolmates” a little weird, but after overcoming fear and re-

pulsion, friendship and even his first love seem to be in the offing …

12+

Tobias Steinfeld

Screwing Things Up Mark:  
Very Good
Young Adult Novel

Paperback, 240 pages

Eagerly Awaited -  
The new volume of the bestselling series

Nele Neuhaus was born in Münster. After studying Law, History  
and German, she initially worked in an advertising agency. 
A keen writer since her youth, she was soon succeeding in 
establishing an admiring and ever-growing readership and 
fan base with her first thrillers for adults. In summer 2010, 
the thriller “Snow White Must Die” became an international 
bestseller. Now writing the series on “Elena”, she could finally 
combine her biggest passions for writing and horses.

    www.neleneuhaus.de
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Nele Neuhaus

The Horse of Charlotte’s Dreams
Through Thick and Thin

Children’s Novel

Hardcover, 272 pages

Rights sold to: F, NL, CZ, H, PL

10+

•  Volume 6: the latest adventure  
featuring Charlotte and her friends

•  Your sales guarantee

BACKLIST

Charlotte’s new horse, Cody, has arrived. But Charlotte’s joy is 

marred by the forthcoming move to the new stables. What will it be 

like when they are joined by new horse owners? But when Charlotte 

gets back home the local championships with the Golden Bow and the 

winner’s cup, she is in for a nasty surprise: The riding hall has been 

struck by lightning and is on fire. Charlotte and her friends have to act 

quickly. Will they manage to get the animals to safety?

OVER 
1 MILLION HORSE BOOKS SOLD BY THE AUTHOR
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Barbara Scholz (*1969) studied 
Graphic Design in Münster and 
is now a freelance illustrator for 
various publishing houses.

As soon as Lene März could 
write, she was writing texts 
and making rhymes about 
anything that crossed her 
path. It was always her ambiti-
on to write books for children. ©
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Counting made easy 
and big fun!

PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

•  Delightfully funny and warm- 
hearted coming-of-age novel

•  Entertainment at its best focussing 
on inclusion, tolerance and friends-
hip

•  Author has had experience as an 
inclusion helper and assistantfor  
disabled people

4+

Lene März

There is a Boat Going to Shangri-La
A counting and rhymes book

Illustrated by Barbara Scholz

Picture Book

Hardcover, 32 pages

•  Counting forwards and backwards 
made easy

Counting made 
  easy and big fun!

There is a boat going to Shangri-La, and on the way all 

sorts of interesting passengers get on: first of all ten zebras at 

Pier 1, then nine giraffes at Pier 2, eight cheetahs at Pier 3, and 

so on and so forth. Counting forwards and backwards made easy!

PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years NOVELTY PICTURE BOOK » 3+ years

The ultimate fun of looking 
and finding in foldout format

Das längste  
Wimmelbuch

der Welt

over 3.30 metres long!

Christian & Fabian Jeremies from Kassel come from a large cre-
ative family. Already as children they would draw on books and 
now they illustrate many picture books. Their pictures are al-
ways cheerfully coloured and a little crazy. They don't like fish 
in mustard sauce, scrambled eggs with jam and crowded trains 
in the carnival season. They both love old children's series such 
as Dr. Snuggels, masses of sweets, rainy Sundays and popcorn 
during the Muppet Show.

www.jeremies-art.de

Christian & Fabian Jeremies

My Monster-long Zig-Zag Book:  
Find the Hoggle!

Picture Book

Leporello, 18 pages

Rights sold to China

3+

Little monster Pling has big plans: he intends to find a completely 

unknown creature, the Hoggle who  lives in gloomy caves, and so Pling 

valiantly sets out on the dangerous hunt with sniffer dog Siggi …

Children follow the exciting expedition page by page, solving lots of 

search tasks in the process and at the end over three meters of look-

and-find zig-zag tumble out. And volume 2 smoothly continues volume 

1 and together they create a panorama picture measuring three metres 

by 64 centimetres – monstrously huge!

•  Zigzag fun goes on:  
new stories and new tasks

•  Absolutely unique and unrivalled

Das längste  
Wimmelbuch

der Welt

BACKLIST
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NOVELTY PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

•  With a great game effect  
on the cover

•  The most popular Urmel picture 
book now as a board book

4+

Max Kruse

Urmel Hatches Out From The Egg

Illustrated by Günther Jakobs

Novelty Picture Book

Board Book, 16 pages

There is a boat going to Shangri-La, and on the way all 

sorts of interesting passengers get on: first of all ten zebras at 

Pier 1, then nine giraffes at Pier 2, eight cheetahs at Pier 3, and 

so on and so forth. Counting forwards and backwards made easy!

•  Michael Ende‘s Little Rag Puppet 
with a new cover

•  Over 50,000 copies sold

It is the fortieth birthday of Michael Ende’s little rag puppet. To mark the occasion we 

are publishing a new edition of the picture book with an up-to-date cover.

The story is about the little rag puppet, who is thrown away by his playmate, a little boy. For the 

little doll this is the beginning of an adventurous journey with many different stops eventually 

taking him back to his playmate, who by now has been painfully missing his little friend.

NOVELTY PICTURE BOOK » 4+ years

The 40th birthday of the  
picture book classic

Michael Ende

The Little Rag Puppet

Illustrated by Roswitha Quadflieg

Picture Book

Hardcover, 32 pages

Rights sold to China, France, 
South Korea, Mongolia,  
Romania

4+

   Just a little shove –
and Urmel hatches out!

BACKLIST

Günther Jakobs (*1978) stu-
died Graphic Design and Phi-
losophy in Münster. He has 
been working as a freelance  
illustrator for various publis-
hing houses since 2003.

   www.guentherjakobs.de

Max Kruse (*1921 to 2015) has 
been working as a free-lance 
writer since 1958. His books 
have been translated into seve-
ral languages. Max Kruse was 
a member of the P.E.N. club 
and has been awarded the Dis-
tinguished Service Cross of the 
Federal Republic of Germany.

Roswitha Quadflieg, born in 
1949, studied Painting, Illustra-
tion and Typography and works 
as an illustrator and writer. 
www.roswithaquadflieg.de

Michael Ende (1929 – 1995) is  
one of the most successful 
German authors, and over 
35 million copies of his books 
have been sold in more than 40 
languages. He received many 
prizes and literary awards for 
his novels and stories. 

   www.michaelende.de

Rights sold to China, Russia, Romania

OVER  
1 MILLION URMEL  BOOKS SOLD  WORLD-WIDE

•  OVER 50,000 
COPIES SOLD
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Florian Beckerhoff 

Nickel and Horn  
Two detectives who know 
what’s what

Illustrated by Barbara Scholz 

Children’s Fiction

Hardcover, 128 pages 

 Special  
Recommendation

Detailed information about all our authors, illustrators, titles and all agents on: 
www.thienemann-esslinger.de/foreign-rights

Thienemann-Esslinger Verlag GmbH
THIENEMANN · ESSLINGER ·  
GABRIEL · PLANET!
Blumenstr. 36 · 70182 Stuttgart / Germany
Fax +49 (711) 210 55-38
www.thienemann-esslinger.de/foreign-rights

Doris Keller-Riehm  
Spain, Portugal, Latin America  
and France 
keller-riehm@thienemann-esslinger.de
Phone: +49 (711) 210 55-17

Please contact:
Ivana Bernhard  
Whole world except for Spain, Portugal, 
Latin-America and France 
bernhard@thienemann-esslinger.de
Phone: +49 (711) 210 55-32

TN 99963

Quirky team  
of investigators –  
with bestseller 
potential
“This children’s novel debut of the author is 
to be considered definitively successful. It’s 
got  humor, suspense and fond characters, 
what do you want more? The dialogues are 
witty and imaginative and are marvelously 
accompanied by Barbara Scholz’s unmistak-
able illustration style.”

– Review from Germany’s No. One  
professional children’s books magazine 
“Eselsohr”

•  Already over 12.000 copies sold!

•  Now becoming a Series


